Introduction
More and more procedures in the field of structural heart disease become minimally invasive and catheter-based. This includes for instance trans-catheter aortic valve implantation or trans-catheter mitral valve repair [1] driven by the availability of new devices and intra-procedural imaging. Usually these procedures are performed under fluoroscopic X-ray and trans-esophageal echo (TEE). Intra-operatively these modalities are mainly used independent: X-ray imaging is performed by the cardiologist or surgeon whereas ultrasound imaging is done by the anaesthesiologist. An image fusion of both systems could yield a better mutual understanding of the images and potentially facilitate the whole workflow. The success of such an approach heavily depends on the clinical usability of a fusion system. An approach for the fusion of ultrasound with fluoroscopic X-ray was recently suggested by Gao et. al [2] . A TEE probe is located in the X-ray image via a 2D-3D registration algorithm which inherently provides a registration of the ultrasound image to the X-ray image. The method does not need additional modifications of the TEE probe or specific system set-up. The registration algorithm works well if the initial position for the 2D-3D registration is quite close to the correct position. In general, this is valid for small movements of an already registered TEE probe. For larger movement the user might repeatedly need to provide a sufficiently initial position. To further automate this 2D-3D registration approach an adaption to positions with larger distances to the ground truth is needed. We describe a hybrid approach which uses an evolutionary optimization method (CMA-ES) together with Powell's method. In combination with multi-resolution images and separate optimization of inand out-of-plane and parameters we can still achieve a reasonable performance.
Methods
The task of an image registration of TEE and X-ray can be stated as a 2D-3D registration problem: The goal is to estimate the 3D-position of an object (here a model of the TEE probe) only with the available 2D information (here the X-ray image). This is solved by an iterative process. In each iteration the similarity of the X-ray image and the projected 3D image is computed based on a similarity measure. Hereby the 2D projection of the 3D TEE probe model is obtained by simulating a 2D X-ray imaging process, called digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR). The translational (t x , t y , t z ) and rotational parameters (ɵ x , ɵ y , ɵ z ) are changed by an optimization algorithm during the iterations. If the algorithm converges correctly, the correct registration is the final result. For our purpose the 3D object is the rigid head of the ultrasound catheter (see Fig. 1 ). The corresponding model image was obtained by high-resolution C-arm CT. DRRs were generated by forward-projection with the current Carm projection geometry. We used two similarity measures for image comparison. For the initial in-plane parameter estimation we used the normalized cross correlation (NCC) which can be computed fast with a sufficient accuracy. In later steps we employed gradient correlation (GC) for better registration accuracy in out-of-plane parameters. We employed two different optimization algorithms, the well known Powell-Brent method and the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [3] for stochastic non-linear non-convex optimization. CMA-ES derives sampling points from an n-dimensional normal Figure 1 : Left: X-ray image containing the TEE probe. Center: Volume rendering of the TEE probe model. Right: DRR of the TEE probe model distribution which is iteratively moved towards the current optimum. Here, each sample point consists of the six registration parameters (t x , t y , t z , ɵ x , ɵ y , ɵ z ). The used optimization strategy consists of four sub-steps with different resolution levels (see Tab. 1). First, we only try to estimate a rough position of the probe. Therefore, we only optimize the in-plane parameters (t x , t z , ɵ y ) to align the TEE model relatively close to correct axes of rotation. Improving the out-of-plane parameters is only possible if there is an overlapping of major parts of the ultrasound probe. Here we take advantage of CMA-ES' good ability for global registration. The algorithm is usually not affected by noise or other structures (e.g. medical instruments) in the X-ray image. To achieve a great capture range, we use many highly spread sample points. We decrease the range of the search space and increase the resolution of the images after each step. The number of samples was reduced to save computation time. Powell's method is used to fine-tune the previously estimated parameters because it shows good convergence behaviour and accuracy in a local search area. Our evaluation datasets contained data from clinical cases and animal experiments. The ground truth positions were defined by repeated automated 2D-3D registrations, manual adjustments and visual inspections. We evaluated the algorithm with 450 random starting positions within a range of 40mm / 40° away from ground truth position. We determined the mean target registration error (mTRE) for each registration result which is the mean 3D distance of the corner points TEE probe model. Because this error does not necessarily reflect the fusion accuracy on a 2D image, we furthermore computed the reprojection distance (mRPD) [4] of a set of points from the TEE volume frame (see Fig. 2 ). It matches the error distance that a user of a fusion system perceives in the projected image.
Results
The registration results are summarized in Tab. 2. The last two columns show the mean target registration error (mTRE) of the TEE probe model and the mean reprojection distance (mRPD) after the registration for all 450 sample positions. The individual mean target registration error for each of the six dimensions is stated separately. For the algorithm we measured a mean runtime of 14.27 seconds over all sample positions on a standard PC. The most time is spent on the second and third iterations.
Discussion
As discussed above, mRPD is the relevant error measure for a TEE/X-ray fusion application. The error of 2.7 mm allows a quite accurate fusion. The acceptable mean target registration error (mTRE) of 4.3 mm is caused by the nature of large out-of-plane errors because we use only one X-ray image for the registration. Acquiring another different angulated X-ray may heavily fit to the clinical workflow. The runtime of the algorithm is acceptable for clinical applications. Potentially the algorithm could be accelerated by a faster DRR generator like in [5] . The algorithm could be used for automatic registration with an inaccurate starting position. This situation can occur when the TEE probe is moved by the physician, in particular when this is not done under X-ray imaging. To further automate the registration process for the fusion of ultrasound with X-ray, the described hybrid optimization approach provides high registration accuracy even under larger movements of the ultrasound probe. Figure 2 : Left: Illustration of distances TRE and RPD to measure the misalignment of a registered point p reg to its ground truth position p gt . Right: The corner points of the TEE probe are used to determine mTRE. The points on the TEE volume frame are used to determine mRPD.
